42nd BOSTON-NEW ENGLAND EMMY® AWARD RECIPIENTS

NEWSCAST-EVENING LARGER MARKETS

WBZ News At 5
Alexis Uremovich, Producer

NEWSCAST-EVENING SMALLER MARKETS

Newscast: Bank Robber Shot At School
Darren Perron, Producer

BREAKING NEWS

Explosions In The Merrimack Valley
Gerry Wardwell, Asst. News Director
Ed Harding, Anchor
Maria Stephanos, Anchor
Ben Simmoneau, Anchor
Nick Terry, Producer
Kelli O'Hara, Reporter
Mary Saladna, Reporter
Emily Riemer, Anchor
Nancy Bent, Assignment Desk Editor
Chris Roach, Executive Producer
Barbara Baranowski, Producer
Kellen Young, Producer

SPOT NEWS

7News: Race To The Rescue
James Svoboda, Managing Editor
Michael Fahey, Executive Producer
Matt Crandall, Producer
Kim Khazei, Anchor
Jadiann Thompson, Anchor
Steve Cooper, Reporter
Steve Tellier, Reporter
Kerri Corrado, Reporter

CONTINUING COVERAGE WITHIN 24 HOURS

Explosions Rock The Merrimack Valley
Gerry Wardwell, Asst. News Director
Chris Roach, Executive Producer
Ed Harding, Anchor
Maria Stephanos, Anchor
Ben Simmoneau, Anchor
Barbara Baranowski, Producer
Kellen Young, Producer
Rhondella Richardson, Reporter
Tim Geers, Photographer
Bobby Souza, Photographer
Nancy Bent, News Assignment Editor

CONTINUING COVERAGE NO TIME LIMIT

Merrimack Valley Explosions
Adam Liberatore, Photographer
Kathryn Burcham, Reporter
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT-Two Recipients

Kathy Curran Investigates  
Kathy Curran, Writer  
Jonathan Wells, Investigative Producer  
David Mongeau, Photographer  
Mike Beaudet Investigates  
Mike Beaudet, Writer  
Kevin Rothstein, Investigative Producer  
Jonathan Wells, Investigative Producer  
Steve Colvin, Photographer  
David Mongeau, Photographer  
Barry Mullin, Editor

NEWS REPORT-LIGHT FEATURE

Class Ring Reunion  
Nick Emmons, Reporter  
Lauren Kleciak, Editor

NEWS REPORT-LIGHT SERIES

Maine By The Mile  
Dustin Wlodkowski, Host/Reporter

NEWS REPORT-SERIOUS FEATURE

Police K9s At Risk  
Hank Phillippi Ryan, Reporter  
Mary Schwager, Producer

NEWS REPORT-SERIOUS SERIES

The Road Back Home  
Tom McNamee, Photographer/Editor  
David Wade, Anchor/Reporter  
Lisa Hughes, Anchor/Reporter  
Jessi Miller Bradley, Producer

NEWS SPECIALTY REPORT ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT

The Scene  
Jackie Bruno, Reporter  
Kristin Keefe, Editor  
John Hammann, Photographer
NEWS SPECIALTY REPORT BUSINESS/CONSUMER

Consumer Composite
Hank Phillippi Ryan, Reporter
Mary Schwager, Producer

NEWS SPECIALTY REPORT CRIME

Gun Waffles: High-Powered Prizes
Eric Rasmussen, Investigative Reporter
Erin Smith, Investigative Producer
Allan DiMaio, Editor
Richard Ward, Photographer

NEWS SPECIALTY REPORT EDUCATION

Under Attack: Cyber Criminals Targeting Our Schools
Dan Corcoran, Reporter
Garett Allison, Photographer/Editor

NEWS SPECIALTY REPORT HEALTH/SCIENCE-Two Recipients

Emma’s Story
Denise D’Ascenzo, Producer/Reporter
Kevin Galliford, Photographer/Editor

Teaching Tactical Med; Critical Care In The Crossfire
Jim Altman, Producer
Sean McKeever, Photographer

NEWS SPECIALTY REPORT HUMAN INTEREST

Why Wasn’t Anyone Able To Save Laura?
Anush Elbakyan, Editor
Emily Zendt, Editor
Taylor De Lench, Producer/Editor

NEWS SPECIALTY REPORT POLITICS/GOVERNMENT

5 Investigates: Government Spending And Politics
Mike Beaudet, Investigative Reporter
Karen Anderson, Investigative Reporter
Kathy Curran, Investigative Reporter
Jonathan Wells, Investigative Producer
David Mongeau, Photographer
Steve Colvin, Photographer
David Hurlburt, Executive Producer

NEWS SPECIALTY REPORT PUBLIC/CURRENT/COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

Boston Next
Johnny Green, WBZ-TV News Director
Elsie Nolan, Producer
Jessi Miller Bradley, Producer
Paula Ebben, Reporter
Liam Martin, Reporter
Tom McNamee, Photographer
NEWS SPECIALTY REPORT SPORTS

Making Their Rounds; Bouncing Off The Walls  
Jim Altman, Reporter  
Sean McKeever, Photographer  
Daniel Putnam, Photographer  
FOX 61

TEAM COVERAGE

7NEWS Today In New England: Bomb Cyclone  
Brandon Stokes, Producer  
Maureen Capasso, Executive Producer  
Kris Anderson, Anchor  
Christa Delcamp, Anchor  
WHDH

ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT

NH Chronicle: Jimmy Buffet’s Escape To Margaritaville  
Erin Fehlau, Host/Producer  
Todd DiOrio, Editor  
Paul Falco, Videographer  
WMUR/NH Chronicle

CHILDREN/YOUTH

NESN Clubhouse  
Linda Pizzuti Henry, Executive Producer  
Howard Zalkowitz, Senior Coordinating Producer  
Justine Pouravelis, Senior Producer  
Denny Iott, Coordinating Producer  
Jahmai Webster, Host  
TJ Hourigan, Host  
Kacie McDonnell, Host  
JJ Pincince, Host  
Sophia O’Brien, Host  
Amelia Clark, Reporter  
Tony Fandozzi, Reporter  
Kevin Newton, Editor  
New England Sports Network

EDUCATION/SCHOOLS

At Wonder’s Peak: Discovering Science On Talcott Mountain  
David Wurtzel, Director/Director of Photography  
Carol Sisco, Executive Producer  
Paul Pfeffer, Associate Producer  
Tyler Russell, Camera Operator  
Anthony Coppola, Narrator  
Sam Hockaday, Visual Effects  
Michael Zaritheny, Drone Operator  
Connecticut Public Television

ENVIRONMENTAL

The Climate Project: A Changing Landscape  
Pamela Bechtold Snyder, Executive Producer  
Hannah Donnelly, Producer  
Rich Joyce, Editor/Videographer  
Barry Littlefield, Videographer  
Matt Noyes, Meteorologist  
Michael Page, Meteorologist  
Christopher Gloninger, Meteorologist  
Denise Isaac, Meteorologist  
Tim Kelley, Meteorologist  
Maggie Baxter, Vice President Of Programming  
NBC10 Boston
HEALTH/SCIENCE FEATURE/SEGMENT

Safe Injection Sites
Jason Solowski, Producer/Photographer/Editor
Stephanie Coueignoux, Reporter

SAFE INJECTION SITES
Boston 25 News

HEALTH/SCIENCE PROGRAM/SPECIAL

Boston's Bravest: Facing A Hidden Killer
Blair Miller, Anchor/Reporter
Adam Liberatore, Photographer
Christine Swartz, Producer
Jason Solowski, Photographer/Editor
Allan DiMaio, Editor/Post Production Editor
Stefano Mitrano, Graphic Design
Jennifer Platt, Photographer
Caitlin McLaughlin, Producer
Richard Ward, Photographer
Michael Cloherty, Editor

BOSTON'S BRAVEST: FACING A HIDDEN KILLER
Boston 25 News

HISTORIC/CULTURAL FEATURE/SEGMENT

Harvesting History: Squam Lake Ice Harvest
Chris Shepherd, Videographer/Editor
Erin Fehlau, Producer

HARVESTING HISTORY: SQUAM LAKE ICE HARVEST
WMUR/NH Chronicle

HISTORICAL/CULTURAL PROGRAM/SPECIAL

Orchard House: Home Of Little Women
Jan Turnquist, Director

ORCHARD HOUSE: HOME OF LITTLE WOMEN
Jane Alcott's Orchard House

LIFESTYLE PROGRAM/SPECIAL

Run Millinocket
Greg Shea, Director/Producer
Peter Villa, Producer
Bryan Gould, Producer

RUN MILLINOCKET
Running With Cameras/WGBH

POLITICS/GOVERNMENT

Remembering 41
Gregg Lagerquist, Anchor
Jennifer Long, Reporter
Kim Block, Anchor
Zakkary Morin, Photographer

REMEMBERING 41
WGME CBS 13

SOCIETAL CONCERNS FEATURE/SEGMENT

NH Chronicle: Heroin Diaries
Sean McDonald, Reporter
Jason Modeski, Editor
Chris Shepherd, Videographer

NH CHRONICLE: HEROIN DIARIES
WMUR

SOCIETAL CONCERNS PROGRAM/SPECIAL

Burden Of The Badge
Blair Miller, Anchor/Reporter
Christine Swartz, Producer
Jason Solowski, Photographer/Editor
Karen Levy, Creative Services Director
Allan DiMaio, Editor/Post Production

BURDEN OF THE BADGE
Boston 25 News
SPORTS SERIES-Two Recipients

Chris Crossing Pats Nation
Jairo Lemes, Photographer/Editor
Christopher Gloninger, Reporter/Meteorologist

Red Sox Report The Final Step: The World Series
John Robert Carter, Producer
Stephen Roman, Producer
Kellan Reck, Producer
Luke Fraser, Producer
Jennifer Gahan, Producer
Stacey Lamboni, Producer
Patrick Henderson, Producer
Victor Martinez, Producer

SPORTS INTERVIEW/DISCUSSION

Charlie Moore Outdoors - Charlie Interviews Johnny Damon and Friends
Charlie Moore, Host/Executive Producer
Douglas Orr, Executive Producer/Writer
Patrick Conroy, Producer/Cameraman
Dustin Blanchet, Producer/Cameraman

SPORTS EVENT/GAME-LIVE/UNEDITED

2018 Boston Marathon
Jackie Connally, Executive Producer

SPORTS ONE-TIME SPECIAL

Anything Is Possible: The Story Of The 2008 Celtics
Jim Aberdale, Supervising Producer
Jason Brown, Producer/Editor
Josh Canu, Producer/Editor
Adam Hart, Photojournalist
Christine Vell, Producer/Editor
Max Lederman, Associate Producer
Kevin Miller, VP, Content Creation And Strategy

SPORTS FEATURE/SEGMENT

Paul Pierce Banner Stitching Tribute
Justin Peterson, Producer
Alexander Herko, Producer
Samuel Crocker, Producer

DOCUMENTARY

Protect, Serve & Care
Noube Rateau, Director
William Medero, Co-Director
INFORMATIONAL/INSTRUCTIONAL - Two Recipients

City Savvy Quiz
Stella Gould, Producer
Carl Vieira, Videographer
Ellen Boyce, Editor

WCVB Channel 5 / Chronicle

When You See Something, Will You Say Something?
John O'Neill, Producer/Director
Christina DeFranco, Program Host
Sam Hockaday, Motion Graphics
Larry Roeming, Audio
David Allen, Editor

Connecticut Public Television

INTERVIEW/DISCUSSION

Beat The Press: 20th Anniversary Special
Emily Rooney, Executive Editor & Host
Jeff Keating, Managing Editor
Courtney Kennedy, Executive Producer
Antonio Caban, Producer
Robert Fagnant Jr., Director
Phil Reilly, Set & Lighting Designer
Bob Judge, Editor
Michael Chapman, Editor

WGBK News

MAGAZINE FEATURE/SEGMENT

Rise Above
Michael Hansen, Producer/Videographer/Editor

Mountain Lake PBS

MAGAZINE PROGRAM/SPECIAL

Fighting The Gang War: Boston To El Salvador
Malini Basu, Anchor/Reporter
Jason Solowski, Producer/Photographer/Editor
Christine Swartz, Producer
Derek Morgan, Compositor
Caitlin McLaughlin, Producer

Boston 25 News

SPECIAL EVENT COVERAGE

NH Chronicle Presents New Hampshire Idol
Maryann Mroczka, Executive Producer
Todd DiOrio, Director Of Post Production/Editor
James Breen, Director Of Operations
Greg Kretschar, Celebrity Judge
Alex Preston, Celebrity Judge
Erin Fehlau, Celebrity Judge
Sean McDonald, Host
Paul Falco, Camera Operator
Chris Shepherd, Videographer
Brendan Cahoon, Set Design & Construction
Alex Jasiukowicz, Creative Director
Christopher Flaherty, Set Design & Construction

WMUR

INTERSTITIAL

Off The Menu: Sweetwater Juice Bar
Tikeyah Whittle, Director/Cinematographer/Editor
David Wurtzel, Director Of Photography

Connecticut Public Television
COMMUNITY/PUBLIC SERVICE (PSAS) SINGLE SPOT

EverydayHeroCT's See You Out There  Silent Dog Pictures/Connecticut Fire Chiefs Association
Matthew Troy, Director/Producer
Chris Casey, Producer

COMMUNITY/PUBLIC SERVICE (PSAS) CAMPAIGN

The Ripple Effect  RDW Group
Dante Bellini, Director/Executive Producer
Eric Latek, Director Of Photography/Editor
David Zapatka, Producer

PROMOTION NEWS PROMO-SINGLE SPOT

Weather Happens  NEWS CENTER Maine
Jennifer Woodruff, Executive Producer

PROMOTION NEWS PROMO-CAMPAIGN

2018 Red Tune-In Campaign  New England Sports Network
Bethany Marshall, Coordinating Producer/Writer
Rick Booth, Director Of Creative Services
Paul Bermel, VP Marketing
Tony Saia, Design Director
Kevin Maguire, Senior Producer/Writer
William Reed, Producer/Writer

PROMOTION PROGRAM-SINGLE SPOT

Red Sox Binge Worthy  New England Sports Network
William Reed, Writer/Producer
Jonathan Diaz, Designer
Rick Booth, Director Of Creative Services
Tony Saia, Design Director
Paul Bermel, VP Marketing

PROMOTION PROGRAM-CAMPAIGN

More Campaign  The Boston Red Sox
Tim Heintzelman, Producer
Victor Martinez, Producer
Rocky Brown, Producer

COMMERCIAL

The Diehards  The Boston Bruins
Greg Almeida, Writer
Travis Robertson, Art Director

AUDIO-Two Recipients

Bardo: A Night In The Life - Composite  Vermont PBS
Joe Egan, Audio Mixer
Dave Rice, Audio Engineer
Josh Sicard, Sound Technician

‘Tis The Night With Ben Folds & Friends  WGBH
Antonio Oliart, Sound
DIRECTOR LIVE OR LIVE TO TAPE

Michael Narracci  
New England Sports Network
Michael Narracci, Coordinating Director

DIRECTOR NON-LIVE (POST PRODUCED)

Heather Fay Dawson: Director - Amplify: Sharing Connecticut  
Connecticut Public Television
Heather Fay Dawson, Director

EDITOR PROGRAM

For The Galaxy  
Cape Cod Community Media Center
Darby Lyons, Editor

EDITOR NEWS-WITHIN 24 HOURS

Excelsior!  
NBC 10 Boston
Kyle DuBreuil, Photographer/Editor
Eli Rosenberg, Reporter

EDITOR NEWS-NO TIME LIMIT

Tom Maroney Craft No Time Limit Editor Reel  
FOX 61
Thomas Maroney, Editor

EDITOR SHORT FORM

JR Black Editing Composite  
NBC 10 Boston
JR Black, Editor

GRAPHIC ARTS DESIGN

Celtics.com Motion Graphics  
Boston Celtics
Justin Peterson, Motion Graphics Designer/Animator

GRAPHIC ARTS SET DESIGN

WMUR News Set Design  
Devlin Design Group
Kartik Dakshinamoorthy, Design

GRAPHIC ARTS ANIMATION-Two Recipients

Felger And Mazz Graphics Package  
NBC Sports Boston
Alicia Chouinard, Art Director
Christine Vell, Producer/Editor
TJ Powers, Creative Director
Jason Sokol, Graphic Designer
Jon Christenson, Graphic Designer

NESN Animation Composite  
New England Sports Network
Thomas Csizmadia, Senior Designer
Tony Saia, Design Director
Jonathan Diaz, Associate Designer
Larissa Lee, Associate Designer

MUSICAL COMPOSITION/ARRANGEMENT

Chaos & Kindness: All About Toys  
Recycled Percussion
Justin Spencer, Composer
Ryan Vezina, Composer
The 42nd Boston/New England Emmy® Awards Ceremony was held on June 15, 2019 at the Marriott Boston Copley Place